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ABSTRACT

Fractal dimension of the fractured surface of materials is discussed to show that the origin

of the negative correlation between Dp and toughness lies in the method of fractal dimension

measurement with perimeter-area relation and also in the physical mechanism of crack propagation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mandelbrot et al. [1,2] firstly showed that fractured surfaces are fractals in nature and

that the fractal dimensions of the surfaces correlate well with the toughness of the materials. The

values of measured fractal dimension Dm decrease smoothly with an increase of the toughness of

materials. One of the present authors [3] suggested that the effective critical crack extension force

calculated from a fractal surface would be larger than that calculated from a flat fracture surface

due to the areas of the fractal surfaces being actually larger than flat ones. The fractured surface

can be approximately considered as a fractal surface. He analyzed this problem in connection with

fracture mechanics. He and his collaborator [4] investigated the relationship between the fractal

dimension of the fractured surface and the fracture toughness of materials. The values of fractal

dimension decrease linearly with an increase of the logarithm values of fracture toughness K\c.

Near the same time, many authors have pointed out [2,4-6] that the correlation between Dm and

toughness (dynamic tear energy, fracture toughness, etc.) is a negative one (i.e. higher toughness

for smaller Dm). This, however is difficult to explain.

The aim of the prese nt paper is to show that the origin of the negative correlation lie s i n the

method of fractal dimension measurement and also in the physical mechanism of crack propagation.

2. THE PERIMETER-AREA RELATION OFTHE KOCH ISLAND WITH FINITE
GENERATIONS

The mathematical fractal model might have infinite number of generations without upper

and lower limit; otherwise coarse graining of the initiator or fine graining of the lowest limit of

generation would not give a same shape as the original one. But the realistic fractals are always

of finite number of generations. As an example, we may consider the triadic Koch island in Fig.l.

The initiator is a triangle with side length £o = 1. The coastline dimension is Dg = Log4 /Log3 -

1.2618.

Considering the perimeter-area (P-A) relation of the triadic Koch island, the n-th gen-

eration perimeter Pn and the area An are

PJPa =(4/3)", AJAU = ... 3*4

D(n) = D(£) = Hl-D0)LogE+Loga]/{Loga+\(\~Do)/Dl)\Log£+0.5LogAm(E)} (1)

where Pa and Ao are the perimeter and area of the initiator respectively e = (1/3)°. From Eq.(l)

[61, we see that D(n) drops to a minimum value as n = 3 at first and then goes up to a limit

value 1.2618 as n increases to infinity (Fig.2). The fractal dimension defined by the P-A relation

depends on the generation. This means that the apparent value of fractal dimension measured by

the P-A relation depends on the length of the yardstick. This example also illustrates that lhe P-A

relation may be expected to hold only in the limit of small yardsticks. This is consistent with the



arguments given by Feder [51 and Lung ctal. recently 16). Unfortunately, the fractal structure of a

fractured surface may only be of a few generations. We should pay attention to the characteristic

of first several generations.

Note that if we were to terminate the construction at some level n,,,,, such that these

could be no further structure to be revealed by refining our ruler, we would find in unit of Pn,

n > * W . (Fig-3)

n/^utTl > Ti^ax) ~ *n 11 0 V ^Vmii 1 \^>

where Pa corresponds to the perimeter of an initiator. Then, Pn would hold a constant value even

further refining our ruler and D( n) would be a value

) (3)

In all physical situations, such a lower cut-off P,,/Po(?Wi)
upper cut-off will also be present.

According to the following relations

be present, and an

2LogPn = D(n)[2Logan +LogAn] . (4)

n = 0 ,

For the triadic island, we can calculate «„, by Eq.(4) with Pn , An and D(n) for

1 ,2 . . .

Fig.4a gives us the P—A relation in a function of n. It shows that the LogP — LogA

relation is not linearly dependent especially in the first several generations. Why Pn and Aa data

measured by many aulhors with the slit-island method (SIM) looks like on a line? We think it may

be false impressions. In the slit-island method (SIM), we usually measure many different sizes of

initiators (islands). Then

Log(Pm/P0) = i + Log(Po,/Po) = Loff(Pm(n)) + Logr:

) + Log(Ata/Aa) = Log(An(n)) + 2Logri (5)

where Po, and Ax are the values of the perimeter and area of the initiator of the i-th island respec-

tively. We notice that Log(Pri/Fci) and Log {A^jAm) arefttnctionsofnandthatLog(AoiMo) =

2 Log{Pn,/Pa) = 2Logrt: (r, = P o , /P , ) , because the initiators are normal triangles. We may

easily choose the values of Po,/Po such that in Fig.4b, data l ' (n = l ) , 2 ' ( n = 2) ,and3 ' (n= 3)

can be obtained. A linear relationship seems to be obtained by combining them with original points

1( n = 1), 2( n = 2), and 3(n = 3). It seems questionable to determine the fractal dimension with

the slope of this line because the reasonable lines would be a i 1 ,a22 and 0:33 in Fig.4a.

We think that the fractal dimension measured with P-A relation is not the real fractal

dimension Do of the fractured surfaces and that it would then be one of the origins of the negative

correlation between measured D m and the toughness of materials. One of the present authors

and his collaborator measured Dm with different lengths of yardsticks and found their dependent

relations. They changed the yardstick length to be small enough, a positive correlation between

Dm and Kic had been observed |6J.

The best way to measure the fractal dimension of fractured surfaces may be the relation
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We may measure the total length of crack propagation with different lengths of yardsticks. Then

Do can be obtained by

DQ = 1 -Log(L(£)/L0)/Log£. (7)

THE MICROMECHANISM OF FRACTURE

Are there any other causes to lead the relationship between Do and K\c to be negative

other than the SIM of fractal dimension measurement? One of the present authors analyzed the

critical crack extension force with the fractal model for the intergranular fracture case [3|. A pos-

itive correlation between Da and Kic w a s found. In this paper we analyze the distance between

two large inclusions and the number of grains over the distance. We may show that in this case the

correlation between Dn and fracture toughness could be a negative one.

Let us suppose that new segments of microcracks of grain size were superimposed on the

preceding larger segment due to large inclusions. The fractal dimension may be calculated as |7 |

Dfa = LogN/LoglN

2Sin~\\/N]/2) < <p < IT, W

Dfb = LogN/Log\ 1 + (TV2 - 1) Sin2(<p/2)\l/1,

2 Sin~\l/(N+ 1)1/2) < V < TT = odd

Here, we have assumed the angles between two adjacent segments to be equal. We also know that

(he value of the angle p depends on the grain configurations. In this case, the fractal dimension Do

may decrease with an increase of the segment number N (Table 1).

Either decrease of the test tempenittire or of the tempering temperature of heat treatment

would lead to high yield strength of materials. High strength materials have smaller critical crack

length for propagation due to its low K\c- It may induce more smaller cracks (inclusions) to prop-

agate. This makes the crack propagation between two small inclusions easier. Then, the segment

number N decreases, and the fractal dimension of the fractured surface increases. We therefore

come to the conclusion that the fractal dimension of fractured surfaces increases with the decrease

of fracture toughness. The correlation between Do and K-\c would be negative.



Real fracture processes are quite complicated. A wide variety of mechanisms play rel-

evant roles: grain boundaries, inclusions, second phase particles etc. Experimental results are the

total effects of many elementary processes. We should take care to select which is the main factor.

Even then, it seems hopeful to use fractals to characterize fractured surfaces with which materials

parameters can be correlated.
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Table 1

The variation of fractal dimension of Df with the change of segment number JV and the
angle p.

90°

100°

120°

140°

2

2.0000

1.6247

1.2619

1.0986

3

1.3652

1.2631

1.1292

1.0526

4

1.3333

1.2380

1.1158

1.0470

5

1.2549

1.1862

1.0932

1.0384

6

1.2398

1.1747

1.0873

1.0360

7

1.2091

1.1538

1.0778

1.0323

8

1.2000

1.1470

1.0743

1.0308

9

1.1833

1.1355

1.0690

1.0278

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l The triadic Koch island with a triangle initiator.

Fig.2 The relationship of measured fractal dimension Dm(n) vs the generation number n,

Fig.3 The relationship of Log(Pn/Pa) vs logein) in finite construction of fractal, no, the

number of generation after which log{ P n /Po) remains constant as n > no.

Fig.4 The perimeter-area relation as a function of n.
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